
Supercharge Your Number Skills With
Formative Assessments, Differentiation, and
Engaging Games
Numbers play a crucial role in our daily lives. From counting money to solving
complex mathematical problems, having a strong number sense is essential.
Fortunately, there are effective strategies that can help you enhance your number
power. In this article, we will explore the power of formative assessments,
differentiation, and engaging games in building a solid foundation in numbers.

Formative Assessments: A Window to Your Math Journey

Formative assessments are checkpoints that allow you to self-reflect on your
mathematical journey. These assessments provide crucial insights into your
strengths and weaknesses, enabling you to identify areas that need
improvement. By receiving regular feedback and engaging in self-evaluation, you
can constantly refine your number skills. This iterative process of assessment,
reflection, and improvement is key to building number power.

When it comes to formative assessments, there are various methods you can
employ. One popular technique is the use of online quizzes and interactive
exercises. These digital tools provide immediate feedback, allowing you to
understand your mistakes and rectify them in real-time. Additionally, teachers or
mentors can provide personalized feedback based on your performance, offering
guidance and support tailored to your individual needs.
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The critical aspect of formative assessments is that they are ongoing and
continuous. By regularly assessing your progress and adapting your learning
strategies, you can break down complex concepts into manageable chunks. This
approach ensures a deep understanding of numbers, paving the way for
advanced mathematical thinking.

Differentiation: Opening Doors to Diverse Learning Styles

Every individual has unique learning preferences. Some may grasp numerical
concepts through visual aids, while others may rely on hands-on activities or
auditory input. Differentiation caters to these diverse learning styles, ensuring that
each student has an equal opportunity to build their number power.

One effective way to differentiate number instruction is through the use of
manipulatives. Manipulatives are physical objects, such as cubes or counters,
that allow students to concretely experience mathematical concepts. These
tangible tools engage multiple senses, making learning more interactive and
enjoyable. By incorporating manipulatives into your number practice, you can
grasp abstract concepts with ease.
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Another differentiation strategy involves the use of technology. Educational apps
and online platforms offer a multitude of interactive games and exercises that
cater to various learning styles. Whether you prefer visually appealing simulations
or immersive virtual experiences, there is a plethora of digital resources to
explore. These engaging activities make learning numbers not only fun but also
meaningful.

Spicing Up Learning with Engaging Games

Learning numbers doesn't have to be tedious or boring. In fact, incorporating
games into your practice can be an effective way to develop number power.
Educational games have proven to enhance motivation, engagement, and
retention of mathematical concepts.

One exciting game that can boost your number skills is "Number Ninja." In this
game, you become a skilled ninja who must solve number-related challenges by
slicing through the correct answers. By answering questions accurately and
swiftly, you can progress through various levels and unlock new challenges.
"Number Ninja" combines fun and learning, allowing you to improve your number
sense while having a blast.

Another popular game that builds number power is "Mathopoly." Inspired by the
classic board game Monopoly, "Mathopoly" requires players to solve math
problems to buy properties and earn money. This game not only reinforces basic
arithmetic skills but also incorporates financial literacy and strategic thinking. By
playing "Mathopoly," you can sharpen your number abilities while enjoying a
competitive and immersive experience.

Cultivating a Growth Mindset: The Key to Number Power



At the core of building number power is cultivating a growth mindset. Recognize
that anyone can become proficient in numbers with consistent effort, practice,
and the right strategies. By embracing challenges, persisting in the face of
setbacks, and viewing mistakes as opportunities for growth, you can unlock your
full number potential.

Remember that formative assessments, differentiation, and engaging games are
tools to support your mathematical journey. Utilize them wisely, and you will be on
your way to building an unbreakable foundation in numbers. Embrace the
process, celebrate small victories, and continue honing your number power. Your
mathematical adventures await!
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Help all of your students reach success in math! This essential book, from
bestselling author and consultant Jennifer Taylor-Cox, is filled with suggestions
that teachers and RTI/MTSS specialists can use to target instruction for
struggling students in PreK-2. You’ll find out how to diagnose academic
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weaknesses, differentiate instruction, use formative assessments, offer corrective
feedback, and motivate students with games and activities.

The book’s practical features include…

Directions for incorporating formative assessments;

Explanations of successful strategies for intervention;

Important math terms to use with students;

Games for active learning with printable boards;

Cognitive demand questions ranging from easy to complex; and

Rigorous problems to help you gather pre and post data.

In this enhanced second edition, you’ll find correlations to the Common Core
throughout, as well as a variety of brand new, rigorous problems designed to
mirror those on CCSS assessments such as the PARCC and SBAC.

Bonus! The book is accompanied by free eResources on our website,
www.routledge.com/9781138915626. These eResources include an Answer Key
with Scoring Guide and a handy Progress Monitoring Tool that you can use to
track each student’s growth, record notes, and share data with parents,
administrators, and other educators. The eResources also contain printable
versions of the games in the book so that you can easily download and print them
for classroom use.
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